
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

TheThe British Journal of PsychiatryBritish Journal of Psychiatry is pub-is pub-

lished monthly bylished monthly by The Royal College ofThe Royal College of

Psychiatrists. ThePsychiatrists. The JournalJournal publishes originalpublishes original

work in all fields of psychiatry. Manuscriptswork in all fields of psychiatry. Manuscripts

for publication should be submitted onlinefor publication should be submitted online

via http://submit-bjp.rcpsych.orgvia http://submit-bjp.rcpsych.org..

All published articles are peer reviewed.All published articles are peer reviewed.

Contributions are accepted for publicationContributions are accepted for publication

on the condition that their substance hason the condition that their substance has

not been published or submitted fornot been published or submitted for

publication elsewhere. Authors submittingpublication elsewhere. Authors submitting

papers to thepapers to the JournalJournal (serially or otherwise)(serially or otherwise)

with a common theme or using data de-with a common theme or using data de-

rived from the same sample (or a subsetrived from the same sample (or a subset

thereof) must send details of all relevantthereof) must send details of all relevant

previous publications and simultaneousprevious publications and simultaneous

submissions.submissions.

TheThe JournalJournal is not responsible for state-is not responsible for state-

ments made by contributors. Material inments made by contributors. Material in

thethe JournalJournal does not necessarily reflect thedoes not necessarily reflect the

views of the Editor or of The Royal Collegeviews of the Editor or of The Royal College

of Psychiatrists.of Psychiatrists.

Published articles become the propertyPublished articles become the property

of theof the JournalJournal and can be published else-and can be published else-

where, in full or in part, only with thewhere, in full or in part, only with the

written permission of the Royal College ofwritten permission of the Royal College of

Psychiatrists.Psychiatrists.

Manuscripts accepted for publicationManuscripts accepted for publication

are copy-edited to improve readability andare copy-edited to improve readability and

to ensure conformity with house style.to ensure conformity with house style.

ONLINE SUBMISSIONONLINE SUBMISSION

Manuscripts for publication must be sub-Manuscripts for publication must be sub-

mitted online at http://submit-bjp.rcpsych.mitted online at http://submit-bjp.rcpsych.

ac.uk. A unique account will be createdac.uk. A unique account will be created

for each contributor using his or her emailfor each contributor using his or her email

address as identification. (Note for contri-address as identification. (Note for contri-

butors with more than one email account:butors with more than one email account:

please ensure you use the same emailplease ensure you use the same email

address whenever logging on to the manu-address whenever logging on to the manu-

script submission website.) Contributorsscript submission website.) Contributors

may track the progress of their submissionsmay track the progress of their submissions

at any time via this website. For assistanceat any time via this website. For assistance

with online submission, please emailwith online submission, please email

bjp@rcpsych.ac.uk or telephone +44 (0)20bjp@rcpsych.ac.uk or telephone +44 (0)20

7235 8857.7235 8857.

TITLE ANDAUTHORSTITLE ANDAUTHORS

The title should be brief and relevant. If ne-The title should be brief and relevant. If ne-

cessary, a subtitle may be used to clarify thecessary, a subtitle may be used to clarify the

main title. Titles should not announce themain title. Titles should not announce the

results of articles and, except in editorials,results of articles and, except in editorials,

they should not be phrased as questions.they should not be phrased as questions.

All authors must sign the copyrightAll authors must sign the copyright

transfer and publication agreement, whichtransfer and publication agreement, which

can be downloaded from http://submit-can be downloaded from http://submit-

bjp.rcpsych.ac.uk once a manuscript hasbjp.rcpsych.ac.uk once a manuscript has

been submitted. One of the authors shouldbeen submitted. One of the authors should

be designated to receive correspondencebe designated to receive correspondence

and proofs, and the appropriate addressand proofs, and the appropriate address

indicated. This author must take responsi-indicated. This author must take responsi-

bility for keeping all other named authorsbility for keeping all other named authors

informed of the paper’s progress. Allinformed of the paper’s progress. All

authors should clearly state their involve-authors should clearly state their involve-

ment in the work at the end of the article.ment in the work at the end of the article.

Authorship credit should be based only onAuthorship credit should be based only on

substantial contribution to:substantial contribution to:

.. conception and design, or analysis andconception and design, or analysis and

interpretation of datainterpretation of data

.. drafting the article or revising it criti-drafting the article or revising it criti-

cally for important intellectual contentcally for important intellectual content

.. and final approval of the version to beand final approval of the version to be

published.published.

All these conditions must be met. Participa-All these conditions must be met. Participa-

tion solely in the acquisition of funding ortion solely in the acquisition of funding or

the collection of data does not justifythe collection of data does not justify

authorship. In addition, the correspondingauthorship. In addition, the corresponding

author must ensure that there is no one elseauthor must ensure that there is no one else

who fulfils the criteria but has not beenwho fulfils the criteria but has not been

included as an author.included as an author.

TheThe JournalJournal does not consider to bedoes not consider to be

authors people thanked in the Acknowledge-authors people thanked in the Acknowledge-

ments or listed as members of a study groupments or listed as members of a study group

on whose behalf a paper is submitted, buton whose behalf a paper is submitted, but

whose names do not appear as authors onwhose names do not appear as authors on

the title page of the manuscript, or whosethe title page of the manuscript, or whose

signed agreement to the manuscript’s sub-signed agreement to the manuscript’s sub-

mission has not been obtained. It is the re-mission has not been obtained. It is the re-

sponsibility of the corresponding authorsponsibility of the corresponding author

to ensure that authorship is agreed amongto ensure that authorship is agreed among

the study’s workers, contributors of addi-the study’s workers, contributors of addi-

tional data and other interested parties,tional data and other interested parties,

before submission of the manuscript.before submission of the manuscript.

The names of the authors should ap-The names of the authors should ap-

pear on the title page in the form that ispear on the title page in the form that is

wished for publication, and the names, de-wished for publication, and the names, de-

grees, affiliations and full addresses at thegrees, affiliations and full addresses at the

time the work described in the paper wastime the work described in the paper was

carried out should be given at the end ofcarried out should be given at the end of

the paper.the paper.

DECLARATIONDECLARATION
OF INTERESTOF INTEREST

All submissions to theAll submissions to the JournalJournal (including(including

editorials and letters to the Editor) requireeditorials and letters to the Editor) require

a declaration of interest. This should list feesa declaration of interest. This should list fees

and grants from, employment by, consul-and grants from, employment by, consul-

tancy for, shared ownership in, or any closetancy for, shared ownership in, or any close

relationship with, an organisation whoserelationship with, an organisation whose

interests, financial or otherwise, may byinterests, financial or otherwise, may by

affected by the publication of the paper.affected by the publication of the paper.

This pertains to all the authors of the study.This pertains to all the authors of the study.

STRUCTURESTRUCTURE
OF MANUSCRIPTSOF MANUSCRIPTS

PapersPapers

A structured summary not exceeding 150A structured summary not exceeding 150

words should be given at the beginning ofwords should be given at the beginning of

the article, incorporating the followingthe article, incorporating the following

headings: Background; Aims; Method; Re-headings: Background; Aims; Method; Re-

sults; Conclusions; Declaration of interest.sults; Conclusions; Declaration of interest.

The summary is a crucial part of the paperThe summary is a crucial part of the paper

and authors are urged to devote some skilland authors are urged to devote some skill

to including all the important findingsto including all the important findings

within the word limit.within the word limit.

Introductions should be no more than oneIntroductions should be no more than one

paragraph (up to 150 words). This should beparagraph (up to 150 words). This should be

followed by Method, Results and Discussionfollowed by Method, Results and Discussion

sections. Use of subheadings is encouraged,sections. Use of subheadings is encouraged,

particularly in Discussion sections. A separateparticularly in Discussion sections. A separate

Conclusions section is not required.Conclusions section is not required.

The article should normally be betweenThe article should normally be between

3000 and 5000 words in length (excluding3000 and 5000 words in length (excluding

references, tables and figure legends) andreferences, tables and figure legends) and

include no more than 20 essential refer-include no more than 20 essential refer-

ences beyond those describing statisticalences beyond those describing statistical

procedures, psychometric instruments andprocedures, psychometric instruments and

diagnostic guidelines used in the study.diagnostic guidelines used in the study.

Three clinical implications and three lim-Three clinical implications and three lim-

itations of the study should be included asitations of the study should be included as

brief bullet points at the end of the paper.brief bullet points at the end of the paper.

Review articlesReview articles

Review articles should be structured in theReview articles should be structured in the

same way as regular papers, but the restric-same way as regular papers, but the restric-

tion on the number of references does nottion on the number of references does not

apply. The procedure for the publicationapply. The procedure for the publication

of systematic reviews is the preferredof systematic reviews is the preferred

format.format.

Short reportsShort reports

Short reports require an unstructured sum-Short reports require an unstructured sum-

mary of one paragraph, not exceeding 100mary of one paragraph, not exceeding 100

words. The report should not exceed 1200words. The report should not exceed 1200

words (excluding references, tables andwords (excluding references, tables and

figure legends) and contain no more thanfigure legends) and contain no more than

one figure or table and up to 10 essentialone figure or table and up to 10 essential

Instructions for authorsInstructions for authors
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references beyond those describing statisti-references beyond those describing statisti-

cal procedures, psychometric instrumentscal procedures, psychometric instruments

and diagnostic guidelines used in the study.and diagnostic guidelines used in the study.

Short reports will not exceed two printedShort reports will not exceed two printed

pages of thepages of the JournalJournal and authors may beand authors may be

required to edit their report at proof stagerequired to edit their report at proof stage

to conform to this requirement.to conform to this requirement.

EditorialsEditorials

Editorials should be structured in the sameEditorials should be structured in the same

way as short reports, but no summary isway as short reports, but no summary is

required. Editorials may exceed two printedrequired. Editorials may exceed two printed

pages in length at the Editor’s discretion.pages in length at the Editor’s discretion.

REFERENCESREFERENCES

References should be listed alphabeticallyReferences should be listed alphabetically

at the end of the paper, the titles of journalsat the end of the paper, the titles of journals

being given in full. Reference lists not in thebeing given in full. Reference lists not in the

correct style will be returned to the authorcorrect style will be returned to the author

for correction.for correction.

Authors should check that the text ref-Authors should check that the text ref-

erences and list are in agreement as regardserences and list are in agreement as regards

dates and spelling of names. The text refer-dates and spelling of names. The text refer-

ence should be in the form ‘(Smithence should be in the form ‘(Smith et alet al,,

1971)’ or ‘Smith1971)’ or ‘Smith et alet al (1971) showed that(1971) showed that

. . .’. The reference list should follow the. . .’. The reference list should follow the

style example below (note thatstyle example below (note that et alet al is usedis used

after three authors have been listed for aafter three authors have been listed for a

work by four or more). Documents pub-work by four or more). Documents pub-

lished on the internet should be treated inlished on the internet should be treated in

the same way as printed documents butthe same way as printed documents but

with the full URL included at the end ofwith the full URL included at the end of

the reference. If a DOI exists, this shouldthe reference. If a DOI exists, this should

be included.be included.

Abraham,H. D. (1974)Abraham,H. D. (1974) Do psychostimulants kindle panicDo psychostimulants kindle panic
disorder?disorder? American Journal of PsychiatryAmerican Journal of Psychiatry,, 143143, 1627^1628., 1627^1628.

American Psychiatric Association (1980)American Psychiatric Association (1980) DiagnosticDiagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disordersand Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (3rd edn)(3rd edn)
(DSM^III).Washington,DC: APA.(DSM^III).Washington,DC: APA.

Aylard, P. R., Gooding, J.H., McKenna, P. S.,Aylard, P. R., Gooding, J.H., McKenna, P. S., et alet al
(1987)(1987) Avalidation study of three anxiety and depressionAvalidation study of three anxiety and depression
self assessment scales.self assessment scales. Psychosomatic ResearchPsychosomatic Research,, 11, 261^268., 261^268.

De Rougemont, D. (1950)De Rougemont, D. (1950) Passion and SocietyPassion and Society (trans.(trans.
M.Belgion). London: Faber and Faber.M.Belgion). London: Faber and Faber.

Fisher, M. (1990)Fisher, M. (1990) Personal LovePersonal Love. London:Duckworth.. London: Duckworth.

Flynn,C.H. (1987)Flynn, C.H. (1987) Defoe’s idea of conduct: ideologicalDefoe’s idea of conduct: ideological
fictions and fictional reality. Infictions and fictional reality. In Ideology of ConductIdeology of Conduct (eds(eds
N. Armstrong & L.Tennehouse), pp. 73^95. London:N. Armstrong & L.Tennehouse), pp. 73^95. London:
Methuen.Methuen.

Jones, E. (1937)Jones, E. (1937) Jealousy. InJealousy. In Papers on PsychoanalysisPapers on Psychoanalysis,,
pp. 469^485. London: BailliereTindall.pp. 469^485. London: Baillie' reTindall.

Mullen, P. E. (1990Mullen, P. E. (1990aa)) Morbid jealousy and the delusionMorbid jealousy and the delusion
of infidelity. Inof infidelity. In Principles and Practice of ForensicPrinciples and Practice of Forensic
PsychiatryPsychiatry (eds R.Bluglass & P.Bowden), pp. 823^834.(eds R.Bluglass & P.Bowden), pp. 823^834.
London: Churchill Livingstone.London: Churchill Livingstone.

Mullen, P. E. (1990Mullen, P. E. (1990bb)) A phenomenology of jealousy.A phenomenology of jealousy.
Australian and New Zealand Journal of PsychiatryAustralian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry,, 2424, 17^28., 17^28.

Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers ofPharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of
America (PhRMA) (2002)America (PhRMA) (2002) Principles on Conduct of ClinicalPrinciples on Conduct of Clinical
Trials and Communication of Clinical Trial ResultsTrials and Communication of Clinical Trial Results.Washington,.Washington,

DC: PhRMA. http://www.phrma.org/publications/policy//DC: PhRMA. http://www.phrma.org/publications/policy//
2002-06-24.430.pdf2002-06-24.430.pdf

Personal communications need writtenPersonal communications need written

authorisation (email is acceptable); theyauthorisation (email is acceptable); they

should not be included in the reference list.should not be included in the reference list.

No other citation of unpublished work, in-No other citation of unpublished work, in-

cluding unpublished conference presenta-cluding unpublished conference presenta-

tions, is permissible.tions, is permissible.

TABLESTABLES

Each table should be submitted on a sepa-Each table should be submitted on a sepa-

rate sheet. Tables should be numberedrate sheet. Tables should be numbered

and have an appropriate heading. Theand have an appropriate heading. The

tables should be mentioned in the text buttables should be mentioned in the text but

must not duplicate information in the text.must not duplicate information in the text.

The heading of the table, together with anyThe heading of the table, together with any

footnotes or comments, should be self-footnotes or comments, should be self-

explanatory. The desired position of theexplanatory. The desired position of the

table in the manuscript should be indicated.table in the manuscript should be indicated.

Do not tabulate lists, which should beDo not tabulate lists, which should be

incorporated into the text, where, if neces-incorporated into the text, where, if neces-

sary, they may be displayed.sary, they may be displayed.

Authors must obtain permission fromAuthors must obtain permission from

the original publisher if they intend to usethe original publisher if they intend to use

tables from other sources, and duetables from other sources, and due

acknowledgement should be made in aacknowledgement should be made in a

footnote to the table.footnote to the table.

FIGURESFIGURES

Figures should be clearly numbered andFigures should be clearly numbered and

include an explanatory legend. Avoid clut-include an explanatory legend. Avoid clut-

tering figures with explanatory text, whichtering figures with explanatory text, which

is better incorporated succinctly in the le-is better incorporated succinctly in the le-

gend. 3-D effects should be avoided. Letter-gend. 3-D effects should be avoided. Letter-

ing should be parallel to the axes. Unitsing should be parallel to the axes. Units

must be clearly indicated and should bemust be clearly indicated and should be

presented in the form quantity (unit) (note:presented in the form quantity (unit) (note:

‘litre’ should be spelled out in full unless‘litre’ should be spelled out in full unless

modified to ml, dl, etc.). All figures shouldmodified to ml, dl, etc.). All figures should

be mentioned in the text and the desired po-be mentioned in the text and the desired po-

sition of the figure in the manuscript shouldsition of the figure in the manuscript should

be indicated.be indicated.

Authors must obtain permission fromAuthors must obtain permission from

the original publisher if they intend to usethe original publisher if they intend to use

figures from other sources, and duefigures from other sources, and due

acknowledgement should be made in theacknowledgement should be made in the

legend.legend.

Colour figures may be reproduced ifColour figures may be reproduced if

authors are able to cover the costs.authors are able to cover the costs.

STATISTICSSTATISTICS

Methods of statistical analysis should beMethods of statistical analysis should be

described in language that is comprehensibledescribed in language that is comprehensible

to the numerate psychiatrist as well as theto the numerate psychiatrist as well as the

medical statistician. Particular attentionmedical statistician. Particular attention

should be paid to clear description of studyshould be paid to clear description of study

designs and objectives, and evidence thatdesigns and objectives, and evidence that

the statistical procedures used were boththe statistical procedures used were both

appropriate for the analysis and correctlyappropriate for the analysis and correctly

interpreted. The statistical analyses shouldinterpreted. The statistical analyses should

be planned before data are collected andbe planned before data are collected and

full explanations given for anyfull explanations given for any post hocpost hoc

analyses carried out. The value of test sta-analyses carried out. The value of test sta-

tistics used (e.g.tistics used (e.g. tt,, FF-ratio) should be given-ratio) should be given

as well as their significance levels so thatas well as their significance levels so that

their derivation can be understood. Stand-their derivation can be understood. Stand-

ard deviations and errors should not be re-ard deviations and errors should not be re-

ported asported as �, but should be specified and, but should be specified and

referred to in parentheses.referred to in parentheses.

Trends should not be reported unlessTrends should not be reported unless

they have been supported by appropriatethey have been supported by appropriate

statistical analyses for trends.statistical analyses for trends.

The use of percentages to report resultsThe use of percentages to report results

from small samples is discouraged, otherfrom small samples is discouraged, other

than where this facilitates comparisons.than where this facilitates comparisons.

The number of decimal places to whichThe number of decimal places to which

numbers are given should reflect the accu-numbers are given should reflect the accu-

racy of the determination, and estimatesracy of the determination, and estimates

of error should be given for statistics.of error should be given for statistics.

A brief and useful introduction to theA brief and useful introduction to the

place of confidence intervals is given byplace of confidence intervals is given by

Gardner & Altman (1990,Gardner & Altman (1990, British JournalBritish Journal

of Psychiatryof Psychiatry,, 156156, 472–474). Use of these, 472–474). Use of these

is encouraged but not mandatory.is encouraged but not mandatory.

Authors are encouraged to includeAuthors are encouraged to include

estimates of statistical power where appro-estimates of statistical power where appro-

priate. To report a difference as beingpriate. To report a difference as being

statistically significant is generally insuffi-statistically significant is generally insuffi-

cient, and comment should be made aboutcient, and comment should be made about

the magnitude and direction of change.the magnitude and direction of change.

RANDOMISEDRANDOMISED
CONTROLLEDTRIALSCONTROLLEDTRIALS

TheThe JournalJournal recommends to authors therecommends to authors the

CONSORT guidelines (1996,CONSORT guidelines (1996, Journal ofJournal of

the American Medical Associationthe American Medical Association,, 276276,,

637–639) and their basis (2001,637–639) and their basis (2001, Annals ofAnnals of

Internal MedicineInternal Medicine,, 134134, 663–694) in rela-, 663–694) in rela-

tion to the reporting of randomised con-tion to the reporting of randomised con-

trolled clinical trials; also recommended istrolled clinical trials; also recommended is

their extension to cluster randomised con-their extension to cluster randomised con-

trolled trials (2004,trolled trials (2004, BMJBMJ,, 328328, 702–708)., 702–708).

In particular, a flow chart illustrating theIn particular, a flow chart illustrating the

progress of subjects through the trialprogress of subjects through the trial

(CONSORT diagram) must be included.(CONSORT diagram) must be included.

QUALITATIVE RESEARCHQUALITATIVE RESEARCH

TheThe JournalJournal welcomes submissions of re-welcomes submissions of re-

ports of studies that have used qualitativeports of studies that have used qualitative

research methods. These may, for example,research methods. These may, for example,

be based on fieldwork notes, interviewbe based on fieldwork notes, interview

transcripts, recordings or documentarytranscripts, recordings or documentary

analysis. Such studies may be judged usinganalysis. Such studies may be judged using
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criteria that differ from those used to judgecriteria that differ from those used to judge

reports based on statistical evidence. Thereports based on statistical evidence. The

following checklist (adapted, with permis-following checklist (adapted, with permis-

sion, from thesion, from the BMJBMJ’s guidelines) should’s guidelines) should

serve as a useful guide.serve as a useful guide.

.. Is the research question clearly defined?Is the research question clearly defined?

.. Are the theoretical framework andAre the theoretical framework and

methods used at every stage of themethods used at every stage of the

research made explicit?research made explicit?

.. Is the context clearly described?Is the context clearly described?

.. Is the sampling strategy clearlyIs the sampling strategy clearly

described and justified?described and justified?

.. Is the sampling strategy theoreticallyIs the sampling strategy theoretically

comprehensive to ensure the generalisa-comprehensive to ensure the generalisa-

bility of the conceptual analysis (diversebility of the conceptual analysis (diverse

range of individuals and settings, forrange of individuals and settings, for

example)?example)?

.. How was the fieldwork undertaken? IsHow was the fieldwork undertaken? Is

it described in detail?it described in detail?

.. Could the evidence (fieldwork notes,Could the evidence (fieldwork notes,

interview transcripts, recordings, docu-interview transcripts, recordings, docu-

mentary analysis, etc.) be inspectedmentary analysis, etc.) be inspected

independently by others? If relevant,independently by others? If relevant,

could the process of transcription becould the process of transcription be

independently inspected?independently inspected?

.. Are the procedures for data analysisAre the procedures for data analysis

clearly described and theoretically justi-clearly described and theoretically justi-

fied? Do they relate to the originalfied? Do they relate to the original

research questions?research questions?

.. How were themes and concepts identi-How were themes and concepts identi-

fied from the data?fied from the data?

.. Was the analysis repeated by more thanWas the analysis repeated by more than

one researcher to ensure reliability?one researcher to ensure reliability?

.. Is quantitative evidence used to testIs quantitative evidence used to test

qualitative conclusions where appro-qualitative conclusions where appro-

priate?priate?

.. Have observations that might haveHave observations that might have

contradicted or modified the analysiscontradicted or modified the analysis

been sought out and reported?been sought out and reported?

.. Is sufficient of the original evidenceIs sufficient of the original evidence

presented systematically in the writtenpresented systematically in the written

account to satisfy the sceptical readeraccount to satisfy the sceptical reader

of the relation between the inter-of the relation between the inter-

pretation and the evidence (forpretation and the evidence (for

example, were quotations numberedexample, were quotations numbered

and sources given)?and sources given)?

GENERALGENERAL

Abbreviations, unitsAbbreviations, units
and footnotesand footnotes

All abbreviations must be spelt out on firstAll abbreviations must be spelt out on first

usage and only widely recognised abbrevia-usage and only widely recognised abbrevia-

tions will be permitted.tions will be permitted.

The generic names of drugs should beThe generic names of drugs should be

used.used.

Generally, SI units should be used;Generally, SI units should be used;

where they are not, the SI equivalent shouldwhere they are not, the SI equivalent should

be included in parentheses. Units shouldbe included in parentheses. Units should

not use indices: i.e. report g/ml, not gmlnot use indices: i.e. report g/ml, not gml7711..

The use of notes separate to the textThe use of notes separate to the text

should generally be avoided, whether theyshould generally be avoided, whether they

be footnotes or a separate section at thebe footnotes or a separate section at the

end of a paper. A footnote to the first pageend of a paper. A footnote to the first page

may, however, be included to give somemay, however, be included to give some

general information concerning the paper.general information concerning the paper.

Materials, equipmentMaterials, equipment
and softwareand software

The source of any compounds not yet avail-The source of any compounds not yet avail-

able on general prescription should be indi-able on general prescription should be indi-

cated. The version number (or release date)cated. The version number (or release date)

and manufacturer of software used, and theand manufacturer of software used, and the

platform on which it is operated (PC, Mac,platform on which it is operated (PC, Mac,

UNIX etc.), should be stated. The manufac-UNIX etc.), should be stated. The manufac-

turer, manufacturer’s location and productturer, manufacturer’s location and product

identification should be included whenidentification should be included when

describing equipment central to a studydescribing equipment central to a study

(e.g. scanning equipment used in an(e.g. scanning equipment used in an

imaging study).imaging study).

Case reports and consentCase reports and consent

If an individual is described, his or her con-If an individual is described, his or her con-

sent must be obtained and submitted withsent must be obtained and submitted with

the manuscript. Ourthe manuscript. Our consent form can beconsent form can be

downloaded from http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/downloaded from http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/

publications/bjpConsentForm.pdf. The indi-publications/bjpConsentForm.pdf. The indi-

vidual should read the report before submis-vidual should read the report before submis-

sion. Where the individual is not able to givesion. Where the individual is not able to give

informed consent, it should be obtained frominformed consent, it should be obtained from

a legal representative or other authoriseda legal representative or other authorised

person. If it is not possible for informed con-person. If it is not possible for informed con-

sent to be obtained, the report can be pub-sent to be obtained, the report can be pub-

lished only if all details that would enablelished only if all details that would enable

any reader (including the individual or any-any reader (including the individual or any-

one else) to identify the person are omitted.one else) to identify the person are omitted.

Merely altering some details, such as ageMerely altering some details, such as age

and location, is not sufficient to ensure thatand location, is not sufficient to ensure that

a person’s confidentiality is maintained.a person’s confidentiality is maintained.

Contributors should be aware of the risk ofContributors should be aware of the risk of

complaint by individuals in respect ofcomplaint by individuals in respect of

defamation and breach of confidentiality,defamation and breach of confidentiality,

and where concerned should seek advice.and where concerned should seek advice. InIn

general, case studies are published in thegeneral, case studies are published in the

JournalJournal only if the authors can present evi-only if the authors can present evi-

dence that the case report is of fundamentaldence that the case report is of fundamental

significance.significance.

Online data supplementsOnline data supplements

Material related to a paper but unsuitableMaterial related to a paper but unsuitable

for publication in the printed journal (e.g.for publication in the printed journal (e.g.

very large tables) may be published as avery large tables) may be published as a

data supplement to the onlinedata supplement to the online JournalJournal atat

the Editor’s discretion. For large volumesthe Editor’s discretion. For large volumes

of material, charges may apply.of material, charges may apply.

PROOFSPROOFS

A proof will be sent to the correspondingA proof will be sent to the corresponding

author of an article. Offprints, which areauthor of an article. Offprints, which are
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